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                       Fun begins as the day starts 

We enjoy to the fullest 

As laughter echoes in our hearts! 

We try to give our best 

No matter how tired we are. 

‘Cause we know we can 

As we are Faculty’s budding stars! 
 

 

The best way to start a day in December is by starting 
late. The mist outside is enough to keep us all under 
the blankets yet we think twice before snuggling under 
its warmth. And why not, when we have fun-filled 
hours of practice wrapped up for the day. 

Faculty Higher Secondary School has displayed great 
excellence in putting up some of the best cultural 
functions in the preceding occasions . Its vast array of 
cultural performances has been a huge crowd puller. 
The functions have been lauded by elite dignitaries for 
being one of its kind.  Dance dramas like ‘Azan Fakir’ 
and ‘Krishna Leela’and ‘Rukmini Haran’ are still alive 
in the minds of the people.  

 

And this time too, the school is going to hold its Cul-
tural function on the 18th of Dec ‘10. Its an event  that 
everyone  in Faculty has been eagerly waiting for 
since the last Biennial Function in 2006. This year’s 
cultural show is in the making and surely its going to 
be another enthralling performance by the Facultians 
like in the bygone years. Chorus, Bihu Dance, Group 
Dance , Musical Narrative, Instrumental Recital and a 
Drama are among the events that have been set to be 
showcased on the much awaited evening. As such, 
these days all in Faculty are preparing to put their best 
foot forward and cast an enchantment on the specta-
tor’s heart and mind. Perfection comes with practice  
and holding this fundamental, everyone, students and 
teachers alike have committed themselves to the 
strenuous practice sessions.  
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                    The Primary section is preparing a Bihu 
Dance for the occasion and the day starts with the lit-
tle kids dancing to the Bihu beats, trying to follow 
their teacher’s instructions as they coyly dance along 
with their partners. 
And after a dazzling 
start to the day fol-
lows the Middle sec-
tion students striving 
to beautifully accen-
tuate the Unity in 
Diversity of India. 
They are going to 
present a musical 
narrative to show the 
rich and varied culture and tradition of India. 

From 11 am , the stage is 
flocked by the dancers 
swaying to the devotional 
music of Krishna Leela and 
also to one of the very me-
lodious Assamese songs. 
But we surely can’t miss 
out on the boys grooving to 
the contemporary beats of 
Taal 

When the practice for the Chorus starts the field gets 
reverberated with the voices of the amateur singers 
rendering their voices to the Assamese composition 
‘He Puhar’ and the Hindi composition ‘Urke Chale’ 
specially composed for the function. 

But once the clock 
ticks 12:30, the stage 
is cleared for the 
drama rehearsals. This 
time the script that has 
been taken is all about 
some glorious events 
of India’s freedom 
Movement. The drama 

‘Azadi Ki Jung’ is a journey through the phases of In-
dia’s struggle for Independence. The journey starts in 
Mughal Dynasty under the reign of Jahangir and 
Noorjahan-when the British successfully established 

their base on our 
soil-and goes 
through a series of 
struggles led by our 
then national lead-
ers and freedom 
fighters like Rani 
Lakshmi Bai,     
Tipu Sultan,             
Jawaharlal      
Nehru and          

Mahatma Gandhi. The narrators then bring us back 
home to witness the 17 
year old   Assamese girl 
Kanaklata Barua sacrific-
ing her life for our inde-
pendence. And after the 
innumerous sacrifices 
made by the freedom fight-
ers and common men, In-
dia gains Swaraj. The re-
hearsals come to an end 

with the beats of the Na-
tional Anthem and so thus 
the practice session for the 
day. By 2:30, all the stu-
dents get ready to go home 
after a whole day’s  hard 
slog to give their body and 
mind enough rest to come 
back to school the next 
day and deliver a flawless performance. 

Come 18th December and Facultians will be geared 
up to flaunt a cultural extravaganza that will be re-
membered by all for years to come and also to set the 
bar even higher for the next batches. 
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FFFFrom the rom the rom the rom the EEEEdddd 
 

Hello readers! 
 

We are back with yet 

another issue of the 

newsletter amidst all the 

sights and sounds of the 

cultural function prepa-

ration. Hope all of you 

have secured to find 

your home turf  and hav-

ing  lots of fun. Let us 

all work hard and make 

it a success story.  

The winter has finally 

set in and so has the   

festive spirit. It’s time 

for Santa to come along 

on his Sleigh and lure all 

children with his signa-

ture HOHOHO!  It’s 

almost time for the year 

to wrap up and a new 

year to begin… We 

wish everyone a pros-

perous new year with 

new year resolutions 

which you’ll stick too.  

However, don’t forget to 

get hold of your pens 

and put your thoughts 

into paper. Looking for-

ward to contributions 

from you a lot! We will 

be highly pleased to re-

ceive  any feedback 

from the students and 

teachers! 

Campus News Campus News Campus News Campus News     

Diwali CelebrationsDiwali CelebrationsDiwali CelebrationsDiwali Celebrations! 

The students of Primary section celebrated Diwali in the school in their own creative 
and innovative way. They decorated their classrooms with Rangolis made of flowers. 
Candles and Diyas were lit in every class establishing the traditional symbolism of the 
victory of Good over Evil. After that ,topics were read out and in the end sweets were 
distributed amongst students and teachers.. 

Children’s Day CelebrationsChildren’s Day CelebrationsChildren’s Day CelebrationsChildren’s Day Celebrations    
 

Children are always showered with great care and love irrespective of any occasion. 
However, like many other days, a day has been specially assigned for the children in 
the Indian calendar. And no other day could have been more suitable than the 14th of 
November, the birthday of Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru who was extremely fond of children.  

Like all the other years, this year too the school undertook the task of making the day a 
special one for all the students. However the 14th being a Sunday, the real fun was on 
the 15th. The day started with the morning assembly conducted by the teachers. The 
class teachers organized for a little celebration in their respective classes. This was fol-
lowed by the cultural program where the teachers took to the stage. The program started 
with a chorus by all the teachers and then a few songs and a instrumental performances 
by teachers and staff members and also a few performances by the students.  

But the real show stealer was the beautiful Bihu  performance which saw the   teaching 
and the non-teaching staff dancing to the tunes of the Dhol and the Pepa. And then 
there was the tiring standing in the queue with everyone trying to get ahead of the line 
but in vain.  

Finally the day ended with everyone boarding their buses after spending a surely      
remarkable children’s day at school….  

 

Glimpses of Diwali Celebrations 
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                Broken Soup Broken Soup Broken Soup Broken Soup ––––    Jenny Valentine        

Rowan clerk is 14 year old. She   
attends school, does her      home-
work, drops her sister Stroma to 
school, collects her at the end of 
the day, helps her out with      
homework…cooks-does the dishes
-gets the   grocery-takes her mother 
to the doctor puts her to sleep at the 

end off the day and then wake her 
up next morning. Sounds weird eh? 
 

Broken soup by Jenny Valentine 
beautifully, and in a way that gives 
you Goosebumps, tells the story of 
a teenage girl Rowan who is very 
much like you and me and still 
very different. The death of her 
older sibling Jack and the subse-
quent separation of her parents 
pushes her mother into a world of 
sorrow  leaving Rowan to single 
handedly manage the house and the 
family…which she does with élan. 
Rowan befriends ‘Bee’ an older 
girl who is intensely interested in 
finding out the mystery photograph 
hidden   behind the negative that 
one Harper forcibly thrusts into 
Rowan’s hand at the mall. Rowan, 
Bee, Stroma and Sonny (whom 
Bee takes to be her baby brother) 

thus begin to spend time together 
and eventually grow close…indeed 
very close. 
 

The way Rowan takes care of the 
house and her mother would make 
you want to cry and then the sweet 
love blooming in between Rowan 
and Harper (!) makes you smile 
through those tears. But what 
makes the book so gripping is the 
earth SHATTERING revelation – 
is Sonny actually Bee’s brother as 
she claims or is it a different story 
altogether? What forces her mother 
to want to suicide and how does 
Rowan react??? 
 

This book is an amazing read 
teaching us the harsh realities of 
life. 
 

Book R
eview

Book R
eview

Book R
eview

Book R
eview

    

Screen diva Ash and Ak-
shay ‘Khiladi’ Kumar 
sharing screen space after 
such a long time calls for 
a ‘jor ka jhatka’. Action 
replay a remake of Robert 
Zemeckis “ Back To the 
Future” that created 
waves in the 80s is said to 

be a tribute to the style and actors of the 70s era.  
 

Aishwariya appears in all kinds of colors but looks 
good, or rather mesmerizing only in the song “O bek-
habar”!!. The professor with his Einstein look is far 
from impressing you while Neha Dhupia appears only 
in the songs (!). It comes into view that director Vipul 
Shah paid too much attention to the look rather than 
the storyline or the acting. The fact that Bunty (Aditya 
Rai Kapoor) is able to be-friend his parents in their 
past life so easily is highly unpersuasive. The bicker-
ing relationship existing between Mala’s par-
ents played by Kiron Kher and Om Puri is highly un-

convincing as they fight over the Gulab Jamun (Gulab 
and Jamun trees in the garden). A laudatory  perform-
ance by Aditya Rai Kapoor, predicted to be the next 
upcoming unsullied guy in tinsel town. 
 

The film at its core is a romantic flick which acciden-
tally turned into a half-hearted and lazy comedy. An 
awesome job by the music director as the songs re-
main in your head long after you’ve left the cinema 
hall. Bell Bottom 
makes a comeback and 
so does the hair styles 
of the 70s. In short, 
this movie is fit to li-
ven up a lazy boring 
Sunday and if anyone 
objects to have a watch 
with you,  roll up your 
sleeves and say 
“AAWAZ NICHE!” 
 

Movie Review: Movie Review: Movie Review: Movie Review: Action ReplayyAction ReplayyAction ReplayyAction Replayy    
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The new-fangled band of Assam has unconstrained their innovative album- ‘Dirt beyond 
Beauty’ which is gaining esteems in each minuscule. The spanking new faces of six en-
dowed members have altered the scrutiny of music. ‘Silver tears’ the band embraces six 
hot-blooded natives who hold an overwhelming entity of their own. The members have 
put on their    paramount hard slog in this brand new album which displays an authentic 
vigor straight from the heart. ‘Progressive experimental’ is the genre of music that deline-
ates the band. Its a mixture of progressive elements with elements of jazz, djent and math. . 
The year 2010 has been great when it comes to achievements and the buzz created by the 
band. Recently qualified for the Wacken Metal Battle India's National finals to compete 
amongst the top 8 bands in India.  

 
 

‘Silver tears’ is a breathtaking band which has all the ingredients in 
it that anyone would like to grant heed and a watch. Johnny exe-
cutes the vocals for the band and is extremely an utter lad for its 
tang in music. Ishan and Brittanta, who plays guitar for the band, 
are vastly skilled in their character while Nawaz beats it on the 
drums with carnage stance. Raktim Mahanta, a youngster who has     
recently crossed the grade 1 exam in piano, plays keyboard with a 
rousing lure. Biswajit tunes on bass, which adjoins a concord in creating the exact composition of which 
you’ve until the end of time hunted to snoop.                                                                                    
                                                                                                                          -Monalisa Mahanta (XI Arts) 
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Silver Tears 

 
J-14 originally began with a clear-cut objective: to be a “Joint for Teens”, but today it has be-
come much more than that…..Today it has become a pillar of the Guwahatian fast-food loving 
society.  
 

The first time I ever had the pleasure of going to J14 was with an old friend of mine. At first I 
thought, why J14? It seemed like a pretty simple place and was he sure we’d get good food here? 
He winked at me, smiled, turned round and ordered 2 Chicken Kathi Rolls. The place was 
packed– we had most conveniently arrived at peak time- so I bit my tongue and settled in for a 
long wait. We had been talking for just 5 minutes, when, Voila! The food had arrived. I wonder 
if you believe in love at first sight? Well from the first time I saw the rolls, I was hooked. There 
it was in front of me, a beautifully rolled roll (forgive the wisecrack) with deliciously tandoored 
chunks of chicken and beautifully deep- fried pieces of vegetable sticking out of it. And to top it 
off (as in literally) was a generous chunk of butter. That truly made my day.  
 

At the end of the afternoon, when I was in full bliss from the large meal warming my innards, the 
dreaded bill made its appearance. Strangely, I did not hear evil laughter in my head as I usually 
do when I have to pay. And no I’m not mad, I’m just exaggerating. Simply put, the bill was ex-
tremely      reasonable for the generous amount we had   ingested. Well that was my first experi-
ence at J14! 
 

Since then I’ve had the opportunity to try the Chicken Tandoori, Chicken Tikka Masala and of 
course the beautifully steamed famous J14 Momos! (God bless the Tibetans for creating this 
awesome snack!) I still duck out once in a while on a rainy day, to my local outlet to enjoy the 
delicious rolls that are the signature dishes of J14.  
 

I try not to sound to commercial-ad-ey, but, “ That was my J14 story, go make yours!  :D !!”  
 

-Aneesh Borthakur (IX A) 

Foodie: J-14 
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One of the best things that can happen to a city girl like me is to 
be able to get away to the relaxing and ethereal beauty of the 
countryside. Sans pollution and hullabaloo of the busy incessant 
streets…. 

Setting out for the adventurous and refreshing experience, we left 
for Kaziranga at 12.15 P.M one Saturday noon from my house. 
Driving more than 200 km, surpassing the various hindrances on 
the path- starting from traffic jams to terribly conked up roads, we 

finally reached our  destination Hotel Landmark Woods at 8.00 P.M. The long tiring journey sucked up all the 
energy from us and left us with mood for no adventures but a big scrumptious meal and a long sound sleep. 

The next morning at 5.00 A.M., a wakeup call from the hotel   office intruded the loud snores filling the room. 
The van was waiting to take us for the elephant ride. Never in my life had I seen a rhino or a wild boar closer 
to my peripheral vision. The safari was a  mesmerizing experience with rhinos, deer and elephants all posing 
elegantly for pictures in the beautiful, natural green studio. The second half of the day was spent playing     
volleyball, carom and table tennis in the serene ambience of the hotel, until it was time for dinner 

                                                                                                                                                    (Contd on pg 7) 

 

                                                      An Important lesson learnt from the past…An Important lesson learnt from the past…An Important lesson learnt from the past…An Important lesson learnt from the past… 
 

Life gave me a thousand reasons to love it. I had everything I needed. In 
fact, I had much more than everything. But, unfortunately just like so 
many other people out there, I couldn’t grab that happiness…. 

 Many a times, I would find myself  crying and shrieking out of pain in 
the dark. There were so many moments when I didn’t even know why I 
felt so depressed. I just didn’t seem to be in a realistic world. I only saw 
the negatives. Day by day, it kept on getting worse. I started staying up 
late nights, staring blankly outside my balcony into the darkness of the 
distant sky. A number of times, I would feel like I have been stabbed by 
knife right into the chest. My ears echoed with confusing  arcane 
thoughts. All of this continued for days. Days soon turned into weeks 
and weeks into months. Every night I would sit in the dark and let those 
discomforting thoughts occupy me. I was completely given to negativ-
ity. As I went low on diet, I gradually stopped interacting with people. I 
Google searched  for various ways of committing suicide. Everything inside me was so messed up; I couldn’t 
speak about it to anybody even if  I wanted to. I shifted on to taking sleeping pills and hide myself away from 
the haunting thoughts. 

One night, while staring at the moon a voice called out to me from inside. “Whom are you hiding from?”, it 
questioned me. I had no answer to this question. The voice went on telling me how I was running my life, how 
I was hiding from myself and how I had unseen the true beauty of life because of my gloominess. 

You will have to face it and  fight it, my child. You will have to bring  yourself  out  the clutches of pessimism. 
The sweetness of your life is gone. Rise up! Fight for it! Bring it back! 

These few lines were just enough to make me realize what a mess I had made out of  my life. Since then I have 
been fighting…...fighting for an escape from the dark world. I have been trying to push the negativity out of 
me. Now, when I get up in the morning, I recall a simple verse from the Bible which gives me the strength to 
fight any  problem I come across. It goes like this—’’ I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me .”  

Though I have come out of the shackles of Agony  a small part of me still lingers into the past. I still go back 
into time to recall those days. But now, it only makes me stronger. It clearly shows me what I don't want to get 
back into and gives me a reason to be thankful to life for giving me a second chance and to be happy once 
again. Most of all, I thank God, because without Him the journey would not have been possible.     

                                                                                                                                      - Radhika Sikaria (X B)                          

A JOURNEY THROUGH WOODS 
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Darkness was the only thing I was afraid of and that 
repeated itself on that dreadful Thursday night when I 
was coming back from the kick off concert in Soweto, 
an extravaganza that included stars like Alica Keys 
and Shakira. It felt great as I 
got a chance to work with 
some of the world famous 
stars. My dream had come 
true. I considered myself 
lucky because I am one 
among the nine great grand 
children of the one and only 
NELSON MANDELA. But 
unfortunately, my dream 
was all over and I will be 
forgotten very soon. 
 
 

Well, I am Zenani, just 13 
and I had my birthday two 
days before I met with a 
road accident. On my birthday I got masses of things 
from Mummy and Daddy and was thoroughly spoiled 
by various friends. I stuffed myself with lots of good-
ies and waited excitedly for the FIFA World Cup 2010 
opening ceremony where I was going to perform in 
the concert and the whole world would have seen me! 
Alas! That was just a dream which I was chasing for a 
long time. 
 
 

I was traveling back home after the kick off show on 
Thursday when the accident took place. As the car hit 
the ground, I along with my great grandma Winnie 
came tumbling round and round and I got myself 
badly rubbed against the floor, as I knocked down 

from the door and fell outside with a force. And then it 
was so black and dark all of a sudden that I wasn’t 
able to figure out what was going on. When I found 
myself awake, I could not avoid the crowd that was 

surrounding me and I started to 
feel as if I have been ignored, for-
gotten, lost among a bunch of peo-
ple and so more suspicious feel-
ings crept into my mind. But what 
is the truth? As I turned aside to 
the corner to creep out of the 
crowd, I noticed a small girl of my 
age, my size, my look……oh! 
That was me! I was bleeding pro-
fusely and people were mourning 
over me. I was really confused 
and disturbed to find my family 
sobbing and the police arriving at 
the spot with ambulance and doc-

tors. A woman from the crowd came forward and 
spoke out ‘Is she dead?’ DEAD!!! I was dead and I 
started realizing what was going wrong with me, my 
life, my dream…..all ruined. I am dead and have very 
little time to go with and I will soon have to step out 
of this world and enter the doors that will lead me to 
the other world. Yes, the OTHER WORLD which was 
not included in my dream list. I wish I could instruct 
the driver to be serious while driving, so that many 
innocent souls like me are not lost for any reason and 
lose everything. I was so healthy, so happy. But one 
man’s rash driving cut my journey short. It’s almost 
time for me to step out and bid goodbye to you all for-
ever. 

- Shreya Kairavi (VIII A) 

                                                            UnfulfilledUnfulfilledUnfulfilledUnfulfilled 

 ( Contd from pg 6) 

...A JOURNEY THROUGH WOODS 

After a peaceful sleep at night, the next morning we left to experience the evergreen tea gardens of Burapahar. 
Although we were allowed to espy the tea gardens but to our disappointment the tea factories were closed. 
However, we were lucky enough to find a few workers who explained to us the process of making the two   
varieties of tea-CTC and Orthodox. 

In the evening, we went for a safari in the Bagri range. Another enthralling adventure, we saw a variety of 
birds and animals in the dense forest. The scene of the sunset behind the water body can never be expunged 
from my memory. After a wild ride we finally got back to the hotel late with lots of memories. To our disap-
pointment, the next day was declared as an Assam Bandh which led us to leave Kaziranga 3.30 in the morning. 
Driving through the dark streets before dawn in the cold night, we reached home at 8.10 and at 9.15 in the 
morning I reached school.                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                        -Krishnakshi Goswami (XI Arts) 
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THE EUPHORIA OF 17THE EUPHORIA OF 17THE EUPHORIA OF 17THE EUPHORIA OF 17THTHTHTH    OCT 2006…OCT 2006…OCT 2006…OCT 2006…    
 

 

Life is a bag full of shocks and surprises, miseries and joys, tears and     
laughter…..and that is what we call the perfect blend of the two sides of the 
coin. Only with miseries do we realize what happiness is. But what I want to 
relate to you is the realm of pure ecstasy we delve into when we get a peas-
ant (and shocking!) surprise. Yes, surprises too form an important part of       
people’s life because, it’s not everyday that you are asked if you would want 
to meet Dr APJ Abdul Kalam…… 
 
Dated- 16th Oct 2006. Monday: Back home, red and tired, I was never tired 
of telling my Mommy Darling of what happened in school each day, and 
16th Oct 2006 was no exception.  As I was talking animatedly about that, and 

she telling, the kind of silly girl I am, followed by our small clashes on our varying views, thoughts and opinions…. 
(!)  she opened an “invitation” from my aunt’s end. She asked me if I was interested to meet Dr. Kalam who was 
visiting Assam the next day. He was coming to see the rural development of the state. My aunt works in the State 
Institute of Rural Development (SIRD), which was hosting Kalam’s visit.  
 
My heart leapt up to my throat as I realised it was the chance of a lifetime!! How could I let this chance slip away 
so very easily without “relishing” it at all? Of course I’d be a fool to have done that, and I am so happy I didn’t! I 
READILY agreed! Needless to say, I had very little sleep that night! 
 
The next day, there was no real hurry to get up soon to get the school bus so I got up late. I took my sweet time to 
get ready as my uncle was coming at around 10.30am to pick me. The place was Gumoria,  which was away from 
the smokes of the city, hidden inside Sonapur. The journey was a long one as we reached at around 1.30pm. The 
place was in Nature’s lap as there were waters all around. There was a big choir of ducks too that quacked animat-
edly, triggering my laughter! As I watched the ducks, the distant sound of a helicopter gave me goose bumps, and 
my uncle prodded into my quiet thoughts telling me it was the President. 
 
 Finally at around 2pm, two pilot cars passed by the “venue”. As the Ambassador car arrived, I saw people standing 
up before me and as I glued my eyes on the car, I saw the Chief Minister, Tarun Gogoi and the then Governor, Lt. 
Gen. Ajay Singh. And following him was the President of India in that graying old man I admire so much. My aunt 
and some other members of SIRD welcomed him. The program opened with a welcome speech by an officer of 
SIRD, followed by the offering of “Gamochas” and a “Xorai” to the dignitaries. Then Dr. Kalam gave a very in-
spiring speech, after which villagers, especially women told him how Self-Help group under SIRD has helped them 
to be financially independent by engaging them in either handloom, poultry and the like. 
 
After the whole program, as Uncle says recalling this incident, Kalam came down the stage breaking his “protocol” 
and interacted with the villagers. He seemed so happy to meet the children of the village as he shook hands with 
him. And then as he was making his way to the place where I stood,  I realized I was freezing out of sheer excite-
ment!  
 
And then, Kalam stood right in front of me! I was spellbound as I realized that it was actually him! My uncle real-
ized the stupor I was in and he introduced me to Kalam as we shook hands. His hand was cold and skinny and my 
spine was weakened by the constant chills that came running down through it! By now, I had digested the initial 
tremors of ultimate excitement after my uncle introduced me to Kalam and so I asked him a question that ran 
through my mind. I asked him if the World War II had left any impact on him, or if it affected him in any way. 
Kalam looked at me and gave a very endearing smile, as he nodded and replied, “It did. I have written that in my 
autobiography. You read that.” He patted my head and with that, he turned to leave. As he walked away, a tall offi-
cer came to me and said, “That was a big question for a fifth standard kid!” and smiled at me as he left. 
 It was like a dream as I touched my head….!! And then there were journalists who asked me about the encounter 
with Dr. Kalam and I told that to one and repeated that to many. And as always, I was never tired of repeating my 
stories. Of course, my mother did not believe me in the first go, but as my aunt and uncle told her about it, her jaws 
dropped down. And I knew I missed her reactions!                                                 
                                                                                                                                                   -Spandana Kalita ( IX A) 
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     Bard’s Niche 

COMPLICATED LIFECOMPLICATED LIFECOMPLICATED LIFECOMPLICATED LIFE    
    

Life, amazing to know that it hardly makes you laugh Life, amazing to know that it hardly makes you laugh Life, amazing to know that it hardly makes you laugh Life, amazing to know that it hardly makes you laugh 
and often makes you cryand often makes you cryand often makes you cryand often makes you cry    
Face longs for a smile and eyes go dry.Face longs for a smile and eyes go dry.Face longs for a smile and eyes go dry.Face longs for a smile and eyes go dry.    
Life, traps us in complicated situations,Life, traps us in complicated situations,Life, traps us in complicated situations,Life, traps us in complicated situations,    
Leaves us isolated with dreaded aggression.Leaves us isolated with dreaded aggression.Leaves us isolated with dreaded aggression.Leaves us isolated with dreaded aggression.    
    

Sometimes it will let you to live your life to the  fullest,Sometimes it will let you to live your life to the  fullest,Sometimes it will let you to live your life to the  fullest,Sometimes it will let you to live your life to the  fullest,    
And at times it will slay your emotions to the highest.And at times it will slay your emotions to the highest.And at times it will slay your emotions to the highest.And at times it will slay your emotions to the highest.    
At one moment it will make you feel the luckiest person At one moment it will make you feel the luckiest person At one moment it will make you feel the luckiest person At one moment it will make you feel the luckiest person 
on earth,on earth,on earth,on earth,    
The other moment it will merge your feelings with grime The other moment it will merge your feelings with grime The other moment it will merge your feelings with grime The other moment it will merge your feelings with grime 
dirt.dirt.dirt.dirt.    
    

Don’t want a smile if a tear is waiting for meDon’t want a smile if a tear is waiting for meDon’t want a smile if a tear is waiting for meDon’t want a smile if a tear is waiting for me    
Take away my joyful moments and let me be free.Take away my joyful moments and let me be free.Take away my joyful moments and let me be free.Take away my joyful moments and let me be free.    
I see no sign of happiness after every spell of painI see no sign of happiness after every spell of painI see no sign of happiness after every spell of painI see no sign of happiness after every spell of pain    
Wash away my alleyway of sins in the swift rain.Wash away my alleyway of sins in the swift rain.Wash away my alleyway of sins in the swift rain.Wash away my alleyway of sins in the swift rain.    
Now, I want to live a life away from the lane of dark,Now, I want to live a life away from the lane of dark,Now, I want to live a life away from the lane of dark,Now, I want to live a life away from the lane of dark,    
Desire for a bright hope of everything embracing love Desire for a bright hope of everything embracing love Desire for a bright hope of everything embracing love Desire for a bright hope of everything embracing love 
that sparks….that sparks….that sparks….that sparks….    

 

-Monalisa Mahanta (XI Arts) 

The time isn’t too far… 
 

I opened the door 
that led me to my dreams. 

I found nothing 
but only emptiness… 

I searched for them but alas,  
They were no where. 

 
Have my dreams deceived me? 

I wonder where they are! 
 

But my desire to fulfill them is still alive 
Far away in the horizon,  
I can see a ray of hope- 

A smile of satisfaction and success. 
 

Yes, the time isn’t far 
when I will conquer everything. 

And when my dreams   
will become reality… 

 

                   - Rituparna Choudhury (X A) 

      Only memories are alive!!Only memories are alive!!Only memories are alive!!Only memories are alive!! 
 
As I look back at those years that have passed As I look back at those years that have passed As I look back at those years that have passed As I look back at those years that have passed 

by,by,by,by,    
There’s just one thing that comes in front of my There’s just one thing that comes in front of my There’s just one thing that comes in front of my There’s just one thing that comes in front of my 

eyes.eyes.eyes.eyes.    
I know it’s difficult to accept when one is at I know it’s difficult to accept when one is at I know it’s difficult to accept when one is at I know it’s difficult to accept when one is at 

fault,fault,fault,fault,    
As sometimes it may bring everything to a As sometimes it may bring everything to a As sometimes it may bring everything to a As sometimes it may bring everything to a 

halt…halt…halt…halt…    
We crossed many hurdles that came our way,We crossed many hurdles that came our way,We crossed many hurdles that came our way,We crossed many hurdles that came our way,    
Just like the sky looks bright after the clouds Just like the sky looks bright after the clouds Just like the sky looks bright after the clouds Just like the sky looks bright after the clouds 

are grey.are grey.are grey.are grey.    
Though all the times spent together may not Though all the times spent together may not Though all the times spent together may not Though all the times spent together may not 

have been the best,have been the best,have been the best,have been the best,    
But those precious seconds in my heart will al-But those precious seconds in my heart will al-But those precious seconds in my heart will al-But those precious seconds in my heart will al-

ways rest.ways rest.ways rest.ways rest.    
Never expected that these would remain as un-Never expected that these would remain as un-Never expected that these would remain as un-Never expected that these would remain as un-

forgettable moments,forgettable moments,forgettable moments,forgettable moments,    
Even after we passed each other those nasty Even after we passed each other those nasty Even after we passed each other those nasty Even after we passed each other those nasty 

looks and commentslooks and commentslooks and commentslooks and comments    
At times I feel that it’s difficult for me it’s sur-At times I feel that it’s difficult for me it’s sur-At times I feel that it’s difficult for me it’s sur-At times I feel that it’s difficult for me it’s sur-

vive,vive,vive,vive,    
But at the end of the day I realize that only But at the end of the day I realize that only But at the end of the day I realize that only But at the end of the day I realize that only 

memories are alive.memories are alive.memories are alive.memories are alive.    
 

                      -Veda Baruah (XI Arts) 

What went wrong? 
 

I wonder why time is such a killer ! 

Why people get swept away by it. 

I wonder why can't we stay still, 

hold back and just think? 

Time makes us meet the best of people 

but time takes them away from us too. 

I’ve recently lost a friend. 

and time gives me no chance to make amends. 

And so I mourn the friendship lost. 

‘cause I cant hold on. 

As time and tide waits for none 

and I’m forced to move on! 
 

-Barsha Amarendra (X A) 
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                                          A DAY UNFORGETTABLE… 
 

We met after about a decade in the same place where we first met each other and became friends; took lifelong 
oath that our friendship would never die and that we would share each other’s tears and smiles forever…but 
certain circumstances had forced us to take our own paths and be on ourselves…Today, when we came across 
each others’ way once again, it was like the same old days, when we sat under the moonlit sky and shared   
lessons of life, love, sacrifice, friendship and happiness. For once, the world around me took me back to that 
particular day of my life when Almighty gave me my most precious possession—my best friend… 
 
I saw him after ten years…so many things had happened within this time-friends came and went, tears shed 
and wiped off, dreams seen and lost but his face was still the same…that same old friendly, charming look 
with bewitching eyes...Nothing had been able to defeat his warm and caring heart…but the only difference I 
noticed in him was that he had become thinner and looked weaker…even then, I didn’t find it hard at all to 
recognize him because he had a different place in my heart and nobody could replace him… 
 
I approached him and stood beside him, just the way we used to walk hand in 
hand by the paddy fields and the sugarcane plantations and shared some wonder-
ful moments of our lives. I turned towards him and smiled. He stood still without 
looking at me. This shocked me! Had he forgotten me? It seemed as if I was a 
stranger to him and so he was reluctant to even give a smile. I felt sad. But still, I 
didn’t leave his side and stood in front of him. But no, he remained in the same 
position and as still as a statue. Slowly, he prepared to take steps ahead. Hoping 
for the last time, I called out to him, “Zack, it’s me! Your old little friend, 
Nicole…”But he didn’t respond in anyway. As he was crossing the busy street, I 
saw a car coming in a great speed but Zack remained without any alertness. I 
was taken aback….I ran hurriedly and saved him…we both crossed the road and 
holding him, we both stood on the footpath…Slowly, he asked me, “Who are 
you? Why have you helped me?” Saying this, he touched my face...His eyes 
were fixed and they seemed so senseless. Then I realized—Zack had lost his 
eyesight and was deaf…for once, I too became blind and deaf, unable to see the 
world around me and silence enveloped me, in spite of so much hush and rush in 
the busy city street… 
                                                                                                                                                -RITUPARNA CHOUDHURY (X A) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Footwear though ignored at most times, speaks a lot 
about who we are and surely can’t be overlooked! The 
footwear that you flaunt speaks about your personal-
ity. So here’s some free advice to you so that you get 
it correct!! 
No matter how much you love your sneakers you can’t 
always escape to their comfort. Like say for the times 
you’ve have to go to parties, you must keep your sti-
lettos nice and ready for that. Having at least one pair 
of black stilettos is a must for black can be paired with 
almost any dress…. However red ones are the most 
irresistible! The kolapuris are a must for all those 
times when you don your traditional best. For all those 
flamboyant days of partying hard harder hardest buy 

yourself the cute and colorful pump shoes... and high 
on the bling factor flats. These righteously blend in 
comfort with style. And last but 
never the least. Its winter time 
people… so get your uber cool 
boots out!! Knee length ones 
or the ones reaching above 
your ankles… boots will be 
boots and never out of 
fashion! And if lucky 
enough, do get yourself a pair of flat boots! 
And for all the other times and uncountable reasons 
we have the modest invention of mankind sneakers…. 
The love of 
most of our 
lives…. Hail 
sneakers! 
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After the Indian community bid farewell to dear Mr. Barrack Hussein Obama (as he is known in the west-
Asian circle), it is now time for us to say ‘HELLO’ to Sarkozy-Bruni…This article however isn’t going to fo-
cus on how best to herald in the French first-citizen and his wife... Rather it’s on some of the antics of Sarkozy 
notoriously famous for being super-sensitive regarding his height. Sarkozy at 5.4” stands shorter than even  
Napoleon!   

 

# While receiving the Swedish princess who stands 2 inches 
taller than him, he made it a point to shake her hand stand-
ing on the top most step at the entrance to Elyesee palace 
while not letting her do the same… 
 

# Recently while greeting the Obama’s, Carla Bruni wore 
ballerina flats while her husband wore heels and made it a 
point not to stand next to Michelle Obama! Heights! (No 
pun intended) 
 

# Sarkozy has recently contacted a Swedish laboratory for 
an experiment on stature augmentation treatment that wish 
to try on humans. In this treatment the patient is stretched 
on a traction bed and calcium is injected into bones near 
joints in such a way that it replicates growth during adoles-
cence….this might however cause a threat to the president’s 

kidneys. But then he doesn’t care!  
After all he is the first citizen Sarko-Z! 

 

President Obama In India  
 
Recently  Mr. Obama and his wife, Michelle Obama, the First Man and the 
First Lady of USA set foot on India and were taken aback by the beauty culture 
and    lifestyle of those called Indians. Every bit of their 4-day stay was cov-
ered by the Indian media and was religiously followed by millions of Indians 
with their eyes glued to the news channels telecasting footages of the Obamas’ 
India visit. But what was so special about these visitors?  
 

Well...its just that they are the most influen-
tial   persons from the World’s Oldest De-
mocracy coming to visit the World’s Larg-
est Democracy. Also it is not coincidental 
that along with the Obamas a delegation of 

business persons had visited  India. However, it wasn’t just sight seeing 
that bought all these people across the world traveling miles of distances to 
India; it was PURE BUSISNESS. With President Obama’s visit the 
World’s Most     Dynamic and Promising Economy has been placed in the 
list of the ‘who’s who of the economic world’. 

Obama has taken back with him around 5000 jobs for Americans reversing the 
role of job provider. The importance of  India in the world map was highlighted 
when Obama took a stand for the inclusion of India  in the permanent members of 
the UN Security Council. During his visits to the cities of Mumbai and Delhi, he 
interacted with students from a number of colleges. However the most prominent 
had been his visit to Holy Care school where he and his wife interacted with chil-
dren proving “dil to baccha hai ji”. Michelle quickly mastered the steps and 
flaunted her terrific dancing skills with élan. Believer and follower of Gandhian 
principles Obama visited the shrine built for 26/11 victims to pay his homage to 
the deceased at the behest of terrorism.  
 

A very down-to-earth couple, they charmed the country and swept everyone off 
their feet…..EVERONE WAS SMITTEN BY THE OBAMA BUG!!  
                                                                      - Nilanjana Bhattacharjee (XI Arts) 
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What do you think does this picture say?                                                  

Write a caption in not more than 10 words about your opinion of 
what this picture is trying to convey. The best entries will be pub-

lished in the upcoming newsletter. 

 

STUDENT EDITORS: Monalisa, Nilanjana, Krishnakshi, Barsha, Rituparna, Spandana, Aneesh. 

TEACHER EDITOR: Mriganka Sekhar Hazarika 

CONVENER: Loya Sinha 

PUBLISHER: Literary Club, Faculty Higher Secondary School 

Mind’s Eye 
Last issue’s winning entry: 

 

Time passes,Time passes,Time passes,Time passes,    

But the memories last..But the memories last..But the memories last..But the memories last..    

We might not be togetherWe might not be togetherWe might not be togetherWe might not be together    

But our imprints will    But our imprints will    But our imprints will    But our imprints will    
forever last!forever last!forever last!forever last!    

 

•  The school Table Tennis team brought 
glory to the school by winning a number of 
medals in the recently conducted CBSE Cluster 
I Table Tennis Tournament. The Under 19 
Girls team comprised of Ananya Mazumdar, 
Ekata das and Ankita Mazumdar won the 
Champions trophy defeating DPS Guwahati, 
VKV Golaghat and DPS Nazira in the tourna-
ment. Ananya even won the individual Gold 
Medal too. Pritam Gogoi won the Gold Medal 
in under 16 Boys category. Another achiever 
was Musaid Ahmed who won the Bronze Medal 
in the individual category. For being the Champions in their respective categories, the Under 
19 Girls team and Pritam Gogoi have got the opportunity to take part in the National  Table 
Tennis tournament to be held at Indore. 
 

• Ankur Deka and Aman K Nandi from class VIII represented the school in 
the State Level Science Fair 2010 organised by the Regional Science Centre. They 
display a model on ‘City powered by Green Energy’ under the sub theme Green 
Energy. They secured the 2nd position and have been presented with the oppor-
tunity to represent the 
state of Assam in the East-
ern India Science Fair to 

be held in Kolkata in January 2011. 
 

• The school football team recently 
emerged as the best team in the CBSE 
Cluster I Football Tournament. The 
school team bagged the Champions tro-
phy by defeating Gems NPS with the 
score 4-3. 

Painting by Malabika Das of XI Arts 


